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Thirty-five years ago, Roberto Clemente made baseball history when he became the first Latin
American to enter the Hall of Fame. Roberto Clemente: The Great One evaluates one of the
game’s most dynamic players and perhaps its most selfless humanitarian. From modest
beginnings in Carolina, Puerto Rico, to a legendary career with the Pittsburgh Pirates, to his
tragically premature death in a plane crash, Roberto Clemente remains one of baseball’s most
compelling characters. Interviews with teammates Willie Stargell and Al Oliver, former major
league commissioner Bowie Kuhn, and close friends of Clemente lend insight into his character
and contributions. Markusen successfully analyzes the cultural misunderstandings between
Clemente and his audience as well as the struggles and hardships he and other Latin American
players endured during that era. Regardless, he is a key example of how athletes can be more
than just a source of entertainment. Undoubtedly, Clemente was never give the national
exposure he deserved until the 1971 World Series, and subsequently his death in 1972 not only
cut short a tremendous career but also deprived the world of more humanitarian efforts to those
in need. The Great One fully examines Clemente’s legacy, which he developed at a time of
unprecedented success for Latin American players.

One of the nicer outgrowths of the ascendancy of slugger Sammy Sosa has been the renewed
spotlight on the life and career of Roberto Clemente, the player he idolized and modeled himself
after. One of the great stars of the midcentury, Clemente was the first Latin to be enshrined in
Cooperstown after playing 18 Major League seasons, posting a .317 career batting average,
and leading Pittsburgh to two World Series. He prowled right field with amazing grace,
possessing what many consider the greatest arm in the game's history. Yet his grandeur resides
as much in what he accomplished by example off the field: "Any time you have an opportunity to
accomplish something for somebody who comes behind you and you don't do it, you are
wasting your time on earth," notes Clemente in his biography. He didn't waste his abbreviated
allotment. A true humanitarian--baseball gives an annual public service award in his name--he
worked tirelessly to help those in need; indeed, he died in a plane crash on New Year's Eve,
1972, on the way to help earthquake victims in Nicaragua. Born in poverty in Puerto Rico,
Clemente rose on the strength of his magnificent talents, but never forgot his roots. His was a
complex, often thrilling life; Markusen, a senior researcher in the library at the Hall of Fame, has
done it justice in this comprehensive and thoughtful examination of a remarkable human being
who lived on and off the field with equal passion. --Jeff Silverman --This text refers to an out of
print or unavailable edition of this title.From Library JournalNo full-scale biography of Roberto
Clemente has been written since shortly after his untimely death in 1972, and one is needed to
place his life and achievements in perspective. Unfortunately, this is not the unbiased biography



the great Pittsburgh Pirate deserves. Markusen (Baseball's Last Dynasty, LJ 5/15/98) presents a
comprehensive life of the baseball superstar, making good use of published works and
interviewing many of Clemente's friends and teammates. But Markusen writes like a cheerleader
throughout, never including anything negative about his subject. Clemente comes across as
aloof, more respected than liked by teammates and opponents. While undoubtedly a victim of
1950s and 1960s racism, Clemente had a self-confidence that could easily be mistaken for
egotism in the media. Perhaps the balance of the book would have benefitted by a closer
examination of Clemente's relationships with Danny Murtaugh, a manager he did not get along
with, and teammates such as Elroy Face. Recommended only for comprehensive baseball
collections.?William O. Scheeren, Hempfield Area H.S. Lib., Greensburg, PACopyright 1999
Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this
title.Review"Recommended for comprehensive baseball collections." -- William Scheeren
Library Journal December , 1998The baseball card lying in the case read "Bob" Clemente. The
dealer was asking $5. And even though my father thought the price was a bit steep for a 1969
piece of cardboard, he forked over the money so I could grab a piece of history. It was the first
real baseball card I ever owned. That was 1982, before the baseball card market really caught
fire. Sixteen years later, that Clemente card is worth nearly $50. The memories, however, are
priceless. So when a copy of Bruce Markusen's new book, Roberto Clemente: The Great One,
came across my desk recently, I knew my leisure reading for the next two weeks was all booked
up. It was well worth the time. Markusen spends a lot of time delving into Clemente's psyche as
well, noting the cultural and language differences that often limited his ability to communicate
clearly. After reading Markusen's book, any misunderstandings about Clemente are easily
explained. All that's left is the legacy. -- Utica Observer October 4, 1998 Craig Muder --This text
refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.About the AuthorBruce Markusen is the
author of seven books on baseball, including the award-winning A Baseball Dynasty: Charlie
Finley’s Swingin’ A’s, the recipient of the Seymour Medal from the Society for American Baseball
Research. He currently works as a museum teacher at the National Baseball Hall of Fame, the
Farmers’ Museum, and the Fenimore Art Museum, all located in Cooperstown. In addition to the
Hardball Times, he also contributes articles to Bronx Banter.Read more
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A. George Hrivnak, “ROBERTO CLEMENTE IS THE GREAT ONE.. I thoroughly enjoyed this
book about the greatest right fielder ever. It took me back to my 75 cent bleacher seats at
Forbes Field. We would chant, "Ariba." which meant hustle to the great one. I moved away from
the Pittsburgh area but have such memories of Forbes Field. The author intertwined so many of
the great Pirate players------Kiner, Law, Virdon, Murtaugh, Mazeroski, Friend, Hoak. Burgess,
Long, Saffel, and so many more. The personal aspects that made the great one great. The
author was from the island of Roberto"s birthplace. The book was published decades ago but it
brought back so many wonderful memories. Man can tear down a wonderful spacious ballpark
but the memories will remain.”

Brian Maitland, “the right writer for a true great. Bruce Markusen knows his Pittsburgh Pirates
(and also his Oakland A's having written a terrific book on the '70s A's called Baseball's Last
Dynasty, just FYI) so it comes as no surprise he's written close to the definitive biography on
Roberto Clemente. We finally learn the source of all those aches and pains Clemente had during
his career such that less-than-understanding and lazy less-than-diligent sportswriters labelled
him a hypocondriac.I wont spoil it for potential readers but, let's just say, Clemente's
achievements take on greater gravitas given how those injuries never really healed for his entire
career.”

Abraham1, “Excellent. One of the two best Clemente biographies.”

Jinkyu, “Comprehensive Treatment of One of Baseball's Finest Players and Men. For the most
part, this is a book about Roberto Clemente the baseball player, chronicling his career season
by season. Clemente was known as "The Great One," but he was also the Proud One. He felt
slighted for most of his career for not receiving the recognition he thought he deserved. But the
1971 World Series served to enlighten the public that he had always been among the very elite
players of his day. Clemente was a four-time batting king, and as author Bruce Markusen
observes, he had perhaps the greatest throwing arm of all time. Clemente always played with a
greater drive. To me, key moments (discussed at length by Markusen) are his great hustling run-
outs of weak infield grounders to pitchers in two different World Series, 1960 (Game 7) and 1971
(with the Pirates down 2-0 in the Series). Each led to a big inning and may have been the
difference in the Series.Markusen gives substantial focus to Clemente the outspoken man.
Roberto could rub people the wrong way because of his blunt complaints about perceived
wrongs in baseball, and this often involved discrimination against black and Latin players.
Markusen also discusses Clemente's frequent injuries and the accusations of his being a
malingerer. A teammate who knew Clemente's injuries were real pointed out that sometimes
Clemente did not want to play when injuries might cause him to embarrass himself, his family, or
the team. This was a cultural difference that showed Clemente's pride but could be taken the



wrong way. In any event, Clemente still did his share of playing hurt. But controversy seemed to
swirl around him.Perhaps Clemente was too vain with respect to his playing abilities, but it is
pointed out in this book that the Pirates right fielder wanted no attention when it came to his
charitable and humanitarian efforts. The polar opposite became the case after he was killed in a
DC-7 crash en route to Nicaragua to help earthquake victims. Teammate Willie Stargell
observed: "Clemente's work with the relief effort was typical. He was always trying to help
someone."Clemente's heroism on and off the field at the end of career rid him of any
controversial image. In the last four chapters (post-mortem) Markusen explores the appreciation
of the man and the ballplayer, and how he achieved mythic status in Puerto Rico. One of
Clemente's goals was to see built a sports city that would provide opportunity and training for
Puerto Rican athletes, and this dream was realized after his death. Baseball Commissioner
Bowie Kuhn observed that Clemente had "a touch of royalty" about him. That was shown in
Clemente's skill as a ballplayer and his 1971 observation: "Any time you have the opportunity to
accomplish something for somebody who comes behind you and you don't do it, you are
wasting your time on this earth."”

The book by Bruce Markusen has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 21 people have provided feedback.
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